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For many who participated in the long legal campaign that
resulted in Brown v. Board of Education, it was the outstanding
accomplishment of their lives. It is not easy to be objective
about an event that has given meaning to your life. Understandably, most participants in the Brown victory are not tolerant of criticism. They are convinced that the case was properly
handled and that the actual integration of students was its
appropriate goal.
An exception is Robert l. Carter, now a federal district
judge in the Southern District of New York, but for many years
the NAACP General Counsel, and a leading attorney in the
Brown litigation. Judge Carter, as readers ·of Richard Kluger's
Simple Justice will recall, played a major role in organizing and
presenting the social science testimony that, notwithstanding its
deficiencies discussed by Sara Lawrence Lightfoot, served as
important support for vital aspects of the Brown opinion.
In this essay, Judge Carter reaffirms his belief held at the
time Brown was in litigation that until state-enforced racial segregation was outlawed, it simply was not possible to view segregation as only a by-product of the society's commitment to
white supremacy. Now, he recognizes that the real evil, white
racism, will not easily succumb to innovative legal arguments,
and he urges greater emphasis on remedies designed to improve the calibre of education provided for black children.
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A REASSESSMENT
OF BROWN v. BOARD

As I seek to assess the reasons black school children have benefited
so little educationally from Brown v. Board ofEducation, I (Brown I) and
(Brown II),! despite its being an almost total fulfillment of the strategy
we had devised to reach that historic moment on May 17, 1954, it is
clear that what we had won was only an engagement, albeit a critical
one, in another phase of a long campaign. These negative comments
arc lIddressed to lJraum's reach as a tool to upgrade the educational
plTerings accessible for black children. As I have pointed out in
another connection-see Carter, The Warren Court and Dtsl!gregation, 67
MICH. L. Rt:v. 237 (1968)-fJrown did effect a radical social transformation in this country and whatever its limited impact on the
educational community, its indirect consequences of altering the style,
spirit, and stllllce of race rcilltions will maintain its prominence in
American jurisprudence for many years to come.
We are looking to Brown, however, to establish through constitutional doctrine equal educational opportunity for black children in real
life. The problem, I now believe, was, at least in part, with our strategy.
We were locked into a present that was already past, and the Supreme
Court's announcement of May 17, 1954, was designed to restructure
an era lhat was dead as soon as the Brown decision became law
although it was to linger on for at least two decades before finally givini
up the ghost. .
Come with me and turn the dock back 30 years, and perhaps I can
help you understand how it looked to us then trying to look forward
from the past. Although in its essence race relations were not fundamentally different from the present, in posture, style, and spirit
. there is a vast gulfbetween now and then. Plessy v. Fergusoll's,' separate
but equal doctrine was the national norm, and court indifference had
21
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made separate but unequal the reality. Blatant, open, raw racism,
churlish and uncivilized, was a fact of life in the South, and we were
told that the South's outrageously demeaning race relations mores
would never change. In the South black children were openly shortchanged in per capita pupil allocations and in every (jther educational
resource. We knew of no publicly financed segregated black school that
could conceivably be considered the equivalent of its white counterpart. It seemed self-evident that segregation was the malfunction in the
system that relegated blacks to inferior educational status and that
integration was the only tool that could accomplish the necessary
adjustment.
From our vantage point racial segregation-enforced separation,
with its degrading humiliations-seemed to be the great evil that had to
be destroyed. Segregation made it possible for majority whites to
shortchange blacks, to deny them equal benefits from the public purse.
Integrated education appeared to be an indispensable means to equal
education. Indeed, to us equal education meant integrated education.
Of course, we were concerned with equal educational opportunity
as a constitutional guarantee. We assumed, however, that educational
equality in its strict educational connotations-with the emphasis on
the quality of education~was the same as ec\ucation;il equality in its
constitutional dimensions. Certainly that was the thesis presentec\ to
the courts in Sipuel v. University of Oklahoma Law School,' Sweatt v.
Painter,! and McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regenis. 8 Beginning with Sipuel,
we turned to expert testimony for the first time, and our experts'
principal responsibility was to demonstrate that a segregated law
school could not provide Ada Lois Sipuel or Heman Sweatt willI
educational opportunities equal to those available at the law schools of
the University of Oklahoma or the University of Texas, respectively.
We supported our thesis in those cases by measuring the physical
facilities of the proposed black law schools against the existing university holdings and by taking into account the adverse psychological detriment that we contended segregation inflicted on blacks-all of which
resulted in a denial of equal education. In McLaurin, we were required
to argue that the unequal education there was per se the inevitable
product ofthe racial restrictions imposed.You will recall that McLaurin
had the same professors, books, and classroom instruction-he was.
given a separate seat set aside solely for his use in the classroom, library,
and cafeteria. We could not argue that the inequality was the result of
physical facilities. Thus this was the first case of pure sc;gregation to be
argued in the Supreme Court.
We adopted the same approach in the attack on the dual public
school system in Brown. The testimony of our social scientists focused
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on the impossibility of providing equal educational opportunity in a
s¥stem where racial separation was mandated by law. Accordingly, the
basic postulate of our strategy and theory in Brown was that the elimination of enforced segregated education would necessarily result in
equal education. And as I read Brown I, the United States Supreme
Court was clearly of the same view.
Up to that point, we had neither sought nor received any guidance
from professional educators as to what equal education might connote
to them in terms of their educational responsibilities. We felt no need
for such guidance because of our conviction that equal education
meant integrated education, and those educators who supported us
never challenged this view.
You might lyonder, in the light even then of large-scale black and
white school separation in the North accomplished by conforming
neighborhood school districting to patterns of residential segregation,
how we could have reasonably expected that in outlawing Southernstyle school segregation, nationwide integrated schooling would result.
The explanation is simple enough. Although separation existed as a
I~\d in the North, the problem seemed to stem largely from housing
discrimination. Moreover, there were no express laws requiring racial
sepanltion, nor was there t he explicit shortchanging of blacks through
per capita pupil alloGltions openly practiced in the SOllth. Northern
policies, therefore, seemed less pernicious, and in any event, we were
certain that problems of school segregation would be cured as an
aftermath of success in eliminating housing discrimination. In addition,. the limited resources of the civil rights groups required giving
concentrated focus to the legal impediments imposed by law in the
South. Removal of the barrier Plessy imposed was our first priority. As
long as Ple.fSY remained the national norm, the North could perpetuate
its own myth that it was more advanced and progressive than the South
in dealing with the racial question.
In retrospect, it may have been a mistake to put all our efforts on
Southerll issues, but until we were able to dethrone Plessy as a national
standard, it is difficult to see how progress could have been accomplished. At that time, moreover, we were not alone in the view that
concentration on the racial practices of the South was the primary·
target. Both Northern and Southern white liberals and blacks looked
upon racial segregation by law as the primary race relations evil in this
country. It was not until Browl! I was decided that blacks were able to
understand that the fundamental vice was not legally enforced racial
.fl'gregation itself; that this was a mere by-product, a symptom of the
greater and more pernicious disease-white supremacy. Needless to
say, white supremacy is no mere regional contamination. It infects us
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nationwide and remains in the basic virus that has debilitated blacks'
efforts to secure equality in this country.
Even then, however, the present and future, which we sought to
remedy with Brown, was past. While we were gaining in the United
States Supreme Court some rather spectacular legal victories in eroding patterns of race. discrimination in the South, these victories were
being undermined by demographic conditions as a result of local
. school districting, neighborhood school policy and the rapid growth of
the northern black ghetto, and the heavy concentration and containment of blacks in the public schools of the central city. While we were
giving concentrated attention to securing a constitutional doctrine to
bar Southern-style racial discrimination, the tide of black Olllmigration from the South was reaching flood proportions, with blacks
settling in the large metropolitan centers of the North and West. At the
same time, the introduction oflabor displacing technology was rendering the unskilled talents blacks brought from the South of minimal
labor value to industry in ~he North. Thus unemployment, underemployment, and unemployability were to become the lot of the new
unskilled migrants that setded in our Northem urban cOlllmunities,
and quality ed ucation for their progeny became an indispensable need
if the latter were to have any chance or hope of escaping the depressing
fate of their forebears.
.
Moreover, our view about equal education and integration came
under a more subtle attack when Judge Parker stated in Briggs v.
Elliott,; (the South Carolina school segregation case on remand)-"the
Constitution does not require integration. It merely forhids discrimination." This gloss was seized upon to support the notion that
desegregation and integration are disparate concepts; that segregated
systems need not be dismantled; that equal education need not be
integrated education; and that school boards are under no constitutional obligation to take affirmative steps to comply with the constitutional mandate defined in Brown. Judge Parker's formulation, and
similar tactics, delayed the desegregation process in the South but after
more than ten years of waiting for Braum I/'s ol~jectives to be attained
"with all deliberate speed," the United States Supreme Court lost
patience and began to press for adherence to Brown by requiring that
the dual system be dismantled in fact.
In the North, however, we had less success. The elimination of
Northern style school separation requires a revolutionary approach to
school organization that is fiercely resisted,· And the neighborhood
school policy, superimposed on wide-scale residential segregation, plus
the concept of local control and districting rather than the statewide
responsibility, and Briggs v. Elliott sophistry have all helped make
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resistance to Northern school integration respectable. First, the
method used to secure integration in urban school districts is by busing, and resistance to busing has become a popular national pastime.
Busing, of course, is inconvenient-at least when white children must
board the bus in the morning. Initially only black children were called
upon to be bused out of their neighborhoods. As the central city
became more heavily nonwhite minority and poor, the busing of white
children to formerly all black schools had to be undertaken to accomplish desegregation. Secondly, much publicity has been given to studies
or views purporting to show that integrated education does not automatically result in an equal education in terms of results for black
children. Finally, the nationwide ~lecline in SAT scores has encouraged
misplaced fears that integration of the schools will lower standards and
accelerate that process. All of these factors have stiffened resistance to
integration. Indeed resistance has been so fierce that today there are
more blacks attending all or predominantly black schools than was true
in 1954 when Brown I was handed down.
Raw. racism, however, is no longer acceptable. I ndeed, racism itself
is no longer fashionahle. Therefore, in a desperate search to lind a
basis for resisting integration. a basis untainted by racism, that resistance is articu)ilted in terms of class dilTerences. The argument is-and
you will pardon the sarcasm-that since whites are so accepting of
blacks who have propelled themselves upward into the middle class,
the very noticeable mctiority antipathy to the rest of the black population must be because of their income and life-style rather than their
color. There is, of course, some truth in the suggestion of class bias.
Since the Kennedy administration, there seems to have been a national
consensus that the country must take on the appearance of a multiracial society. Our institutions are no longer lily-white, and the process
seems to be gaining momentum and increased acceptance. But this
does not preclude an even more insidious bias. Blacks who become
executives, legislators,judges, corporate directors, managers, university professors are those who have the background and outlook similar
10 their white colleagues. Yet. even these establishment blacks are
deeply affected by discrimination. Only future generations of social
scientists and historians will be able to tell us whether the frustrations
blacks encounter within the institutions of power they now serve will
produce a more embittered social pathology than the one resulting
from the policy of exclusion that was the norm in 1954. In short, class
issues do have a negative impact on black and white relationships, but
the race issue-the color question-remains basic.
At any rate, while the pre-Brawn thesis that equal education and
integrated education are synonymous has never had a fair test, its
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chances of being afforded a just demonstration in the foreseeable
future seem quite unlikely. Whether our views about the indispensable
necessity of school integration \Vere con:ect is really beside the point.
Current public intransigence makes clear that we cannot allow
ourselves to become the prisoners of dogma. While integration must
remain the long-range goal. we must search for alternatives bccause
the reality is that hundreds of thousands of black children are ,Iltending all black or predominantiy black schools iIi the urban North and
South. These schools are woefully inadequate and provide no tools that
will enable poor blacks to become a part ofthe mainstream of the social.
economic, and political life ofthe country. In the short nlll, we have 10
concentrate on finding ways of improving the quality of education in
these schools, even if it means or results in less effort being expended
on school integration.
The ineffectiveness of professional educators in specifying the
educational package necessary for the black urban underclass to
achieve equal educational opportunity has helped cause much of Ihe
present confusion and controversy. Brown surely llIust require Ihe
abandonment of all state educational policies and practices thaI result
in a disparate allocation ofpuhlic educational resources between blacks
and whites. That would apply obviously to per capita expenditures.
curriculum, remediation, quality of instruction, and intensity of
academic pressures. It was in these areas that segregation had its most
devastating impact in shortchanging black children. Equal educ,ltion
as education must mean at least this. Yet we now are reasonably certain
that parity in these areas will not necessarily produce equal education
for blacks. Therefore, it is now critical that educators articulate the'
indispensable ingredients of educational equality to enablejudges arid
lawyers to develop an accommodating constitutional doctrine.
It is on the black poor and their education plight that we must
focus our concerns. Without some concrete sense of what equal education must mean in educational terms, there is insufficient public pressure to upgrade the black urban schools. A definitive slmldardas to
what equal education requires in terms of Ininimum educational resources that must be available in each school would pi'ove a spur to
upgrading ed ucational offerings for blacks. I n devising /JnJU'11 slr"lcgy
and pre-Brown strategy, in Si/JIIl'I, McLalll'ill. SWl'att,' and BI'oWI!, we
sought to measure input. If classrooms and schools free of racial
barriers are provided, equal education follows. More re~ently it has
been recognized that equl education advocates must be concerned with
educational output-what is the result in terms of educational achievement of 3, 8, 12 years in the public schools. The emphasis now is
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turning to school accountability in requiring that X schooling should
result in X achievement.
Public school administr;ttors have been in the habit of excusing the
system for educational deficicncies in the school servicing large concentrations of blacks. They blame the system's massive failure to
achieve educational excellence in these schools on what is referred to as
a "cultural lag" or "gap" among blacks; to the fact that the childrcn
come from nonverbal homes and, obviously, schools should not be
expected to be successful in te~ching these children the basic rudiments of the three R's. Judge Sk'elly Wright's portrait of the Washington, D.C., public school system inl/olisol! v. Hame"," was a devastating
exposure of the ca\lous indifference of public school administrators to
the educational needs or the bl;lck poor. In the belief that Negroes,
'particularly poor Negroes, were destined for the most menial occupations in the society, they were given limited and restricted educational
opportunities and were not exposed to the more rigorous academic
training available to the white middle class. The black urban poor is
permanently trapped on the bottom rung of our society, with no hope
of upward mobility unless the means can be found to raise the educational standards in the schools of black concentration.
While we fashioned BI'ollJII on the theory that equal education and
integrated education were one and the same, the goal was not integration but equal educational opportunity. Similarly, although the Supreme Court in 1954 believed that educational equality mandated integration, Browl! requires equal educational opportunity. If that can be
achieved without integration, Brown has been satisfied. A number of
blacks and whites contend Ihat equal educalional opportunity does not
require integration. While I have serious doubts about that thesis, for
the reasons indicated, their views must be given serious consideration.
and to hold such views should not be regarded as treason in civil rights
circles.
If I had to prepare for Bmwn today, instead of looking principally
to thc social scientists 10 dCl1lonstratc the adverse consequences of
segi'cgation, 1 would seek to recruit educators to formulate a concrete
definition of the meaning of equality in education, and I would base
my argument on that definition and seek to persuade the Court that
equal education in its constitutional dimensions must, at the very least,
conform to the contours of equal education as defined by the educators.
I am certain that a racially integrated America is best for all of us;
but I also know that quality education is essential to the survival of
hundreds of thousands of black children who now seem destined for
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the dunghill in our society. There are solutions, I believe, that can
readily achieve integration and deliver equal education at the slllne
time-state systems, "metropolitan school districts combining the central city and suburbs, or placing clusters of schools outside districts on
large campuses (much like colleges). The hope of getting approval of
such remedies today through litigation or legislation is, I think you will
agree, minimal.
Therefore, current civil rights strategy in education, it seems to
me, ought to concern itself with many facets of educational policy-:school financing, school districting, educational offerings. tcaching
methodology, and the delivery of services. ",nong others. Ahhough I
remain convinced that racial separation facilitates discrimination,
familiarity with the range of factors governing educational policy in the
particular state or school organization should help prevent any basic
differentiation in the delivery of services. Integrated education must
not be lost as the ultimate solution. That would be a disaster in my
judgment. For the present, however, to focus on integration alone is a
luxury only the black middle class can afford. They have the means to
desert the public schools if dissatisfied. can obtain remediation if
necessary, and can get their children into colleges or some income
producing enterprise. The immediate and urgcnt necd of thc black
urban poor is the attainment, in real life terms and in settings of
virtually total black-white school separation, at least of some" of the
benefits and protection of the constitutional guarantee of equal educational opportunity that Brown requires. The only way to insure that
thousands of the black urban poor will have even a remote chance of
oblaining the tools needed for thcm to comj)CIC ill thc l1Iarkcl place for
a decent job and its accompanying benefits is to concentrate on having
quality education delivered to the schools these blacks are attending.
and in all likelihood will be attending for at least another generation.
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Why We Should Broaden Our Conception of Rights
By Burt Neuborne
Copyright 1988 American Lawyer Newspapers Group, Inc.
Manhattan Lawyer
March 8, 1988 - March 14, 1988
In January I speculated about what the Constitution might look like at its Tricentennial in 2087. If the
fundamental reason for having a written constitution in a democracy is to protect the weak from the
strong, have we exhausted the potential in our venerable document by using it to forge rights to political
equality and pluralistic toleration?
The constitutional agenda has, quite properly, been dominated in recent years by attempts to fulfill two
unfinished aspects of the American dream. First, we have sought to· assure an equal right to participate
effectively in the democratic process. One of the Supreme Court's proudest heritages has been its cases
preserving freedom of speech and protecting the right to vote. Second, we have sought to erase the
scourge of racial, sexual and religious bigotry from public and, to a lesser extent, private life. The
mysterious source of the Supreme Court's power in our society flows, not from any mumbo jumbo about
legal analytics, but from the piercing clarity of the moral vision that it has projected since Brown v.
Board of Education.
No candid observer of the American scene could argue that either of those agendas has been completed.
A society with an electoral turnout of less than 50 percent of eligible voters has nothing to brag about.
A society where women are channeled into low-paying jobs and then undervalued, and where young black
men are virtually excluded from the labor force and then arrested, has hardly solved its discrimination
problems. But no candid observer could fail to note the progress - painful and halting though it may
be - that has been achieved.
Despite the unfinished nature of the existing constitutional agenda, two powerful arguments coalesce
to require its expansion. First, unless we find ways of dealing with the residue of deep-seated
institutional inequalities in our system, the existing agenda may be doomed. After all, the existing agenda
is unashamedly middle-class in its assumptions about the way people behave. At the core of the agenda
is an assumption that if individuals can be freed from affirmative obstacles placed in their path by
government or private misconduct, they will thrive as political, social and economic beings.
SCARS OF SOCIAL PATHOLOGY
To our sad surprise, that assumption is often false when it is applied to victim groups whose
educational and social structures have been so decimated by years of systematic oppression that simply
removing the chains isn't enough. The truth is that merely removing the existing legal and social
disabilities from ghetto blacks, barrio Hispanics and Appalachian whites does not release them to thrive
as free human beings. A heroic number have risen from the poverty and neglect to establish a beachhead
in middle-class America. But far too many bear the scars of years of social pathology in ways that make
it impossible for them to compete effectively in a laissez-faire world. The net effect is the growth of a
bitter permanent underclass that, at best, stands as a constant moral reproach to the system and, at worst,
Burt Neuborne was on the editorial board of The Manhattan Lawyer. This article is
reprinted with permission from the March 8-14, 1988 issue of The Manhattan Lawyer.
c 1994 American Lawyer Media. Reprinted with permission.
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must be repressed by force that further undermines the moral structure of the society. The middle-class
dream that rests at the core of the existing constitutional agenda may well become a nightmare unless we
can find ways to expand it.
Second, even if my diagnosis of the existing agenda is too bleak - I very much hope that it is - there
will still remain a segment of the society that must be left out of even the most optimistic projections of
a just political and social order: the sick, the homeless, the mentally impaired, the children, the very old
- these groups cannot realistically use the ability to function in a pluralistic democracy to protect their
interests from majoritarian hostility or indifference. Thus, even if we completed the existing
constitutional agenda, an institutional method must be found to protect the chronically weak.
Three arguments are usually deployed against attempts to expand the existing constitutional agenda to
include things like decent housing,· and adequate education and minimal health care. First, judges
shouldn't be allowed to articulate and enforce rights that cost money. Second, we just can't afford the
cost of funding such an expansive conception of individual rights. Finally, even if we could afford it,
government can't be trusted to carry out the complex tasks needed to fulfill the rights.
EXERCISE IN SEMANTICS
The first argument attemp'ts to draw a distinction between negative rights against the government and
positive rights to a particular good. Negative rights, so the argument goes, are particularly suited for
judicial enforcement because they do not require extensive remedial supervision and do not impose
additional costs on society ..
The negative-positive dichotomy has three principal weaknesses.· It is, at its core, an exercise in
semantics. Virtually any right can be phrased as a negative right to be free from some evil or as to
positive right to enjoy some good. Free speech, for example, can be phrased as a right to be free
from government censorship or a right to engage in free expression. Phrasing a right in negative or
positive terms may, of course affect its substantive nature and the appropriate remedial mechanisms, but
there is nothing magic in the dichotomy that precludes us from thinking about food, clothing and shelter,
as well as speech, in rights terms.
The negative-positive dichotomy rests, in addition, on an inaccurate estimate of the dollar cost of
enforcing any right. All rights cost society money. Rights generally require the toleration of
inefficient. behavior and the choice of less efficient mechanisms to carry out significant government
functions. It would be cheaper to rely on a police force equipped with modem torture devices. It would
be cheaper to do away with our expensive due process facade. A single,censored press would be
infinitely more efficient than our chaotic system of information dissemination. Merely because a right
is an expensive thing to enforce cannot possibly disqualify it as a candidate for serious consideration.
Finally, the dichotomy rests on a misunderstanding of the judicial energy needed to enforce even the
most traditional rights. The right to vote is not, I assume, a matter of much controversy, but it requires
enormous remedial energy. School desegregation did not become any less a right when we realized that
courts were going to have to spend energy to enforce it.
EMBRACING 'POSmVE RIGHTS'
The negative-positive dichotomy does, however, pose a serious issue. It forces us to confront a
fundamental question about whether we are prepared to adopt a modem version of the survival of the
fittest, by saying that once negative shackles have been removed, it's ever man for himself; or whether
we will recognize that some segments of any society will not be able to survive, even in a very civilized
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jungle. Only a willingness to embrace the conception of positive rights in those settings needed to
assure a humane existence can assure that the weakest segments of the society will enjoy them.
The second objection - cost - is quite easy to refute on two levels. On a purely self-interest level,
the cost of maintaining a garrison state to keep the permanent underclass in its place will far exceed what
it would cost to assure an acceptable quality of life for the weakest among us. We will soon have one
million human beings confined within the American penal system - an American gulag of terrifying
proportions. The cost of maintaining a prisoner for one year is more than twice the cost of a year at
Harvard - and that doesn't even begin to factor in the police and judicial costs of the underclass. Rights
are far cheaper in the long run than a system that perpetuates past wrongs. Even if rights were not
demonstrably cheaper than maintaining the status quo, it is obscene to argue that the richest society the
world has ever known lacks the resources to feed its hungry, clothe its needy, educate its young, house
its homeless and care for its sick and aged. Greed may have become a way of life in this society, but
surely we haven't sunk: that low. If it finally comes down to it, we can always do with a few less guns-so
that the weak can have some butter.
The third objection - competence - is far more troubling. If the concept of a right implies that
government must somehow deliver a complex service to a weak person who is unable to be of much help
in the process, everything we know about government tells us it can't be done. The last thing we need
is more government bureaucracies that substitute paperwork and incompetence for the delivery of services
to the weak. I believe that the principal obstacle to development of a new constitutional agenda is a
justified skepticism that government can organize itself to· deliver the complex services inherent in such
rights in a tolerably effective and efficient manner. For me, that raises the specter of a taboo word on
the left - privatization. Privatization has a dreadful connotation today because the Reagan crowd used
it as a shorthand for cutbacks in services to the poor. Private prisons free from expensive constitutional
protections; private schools free from inconveniences like the 14th Amendment. But privatization does
not have to be the monopoly of those who are hostile to the client population.
Wall Street has an investment philosophy call contrarian strategy. Contrarians argue that you always
invest against the prevailing trend. A quick look at my portfolio rapidly disqualifies me from giving
investment advice. But I do have a contrarian theory of politics. I believe that political breakthroughs
in our system take place only when one of the established parties adopts a contrarian position that co-opts
one of the mainstays of its opponent. It was no coincidence that former President Richard. Nixon opened
the way to communist China or that President Ronald Reagan signed the first significant disarmament
treaty in the nuclear age. By adopting a contrarian policy, Nixon and Reagan gave themselves significant
room for maneuver because they moved beyond their constituencies and co-opted their opponent's issue.
When the Democrats get back into power, their cOntrarian issue is privatization. Tapping the energy of
the private sector to deliver the services needed to give real meaning to a new constitutional agenda of
human decency is the newagenda's·best hope. It's time to begin. We can't afford to wait for 2087.

Burt Neubome is a professor at New York University Law School and a member of the Manhattan
Lawyer editorial board. He was legal director of the American Civil Liberties Union from 1982to 1986.
Burt Neubome was on the editorial board of 1he Manhattan Lawyer. This article is
reprinted with permission from the March 8-14, 1988 issue of The Manhattan Lawyer.
c 1994 American Lawyer Media. Reprinted with permission.
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Cabranes: Nation's Civil Rights Laws Are a Work in Progress
The Connecticut Law Tribune
October 18, 1993

Following are excerpts from a speech given by U.S. District Judge Jose A. Cabranes
at an Oct. 8 civil rights conference held in East Windsor. The conference was sponsored
by six Connecticut civil rights organizations. Cabranes was one of three keynote speakers
to address the topic, "The Status of the Nation's Civil Rights Laws: A Model of
Effectiveness or a Design for Failure?" His remarks have been edited for length and
style, with footnotes omitted.
My subject this morning is the status of the nation's civil rights laws. Are they, I have been asked,
"a model of effectiveness" or "a design for failure"? My answer to this question is, however, to deny its
very premise: the dichotomy it presents is not complete.
I wish I could tell you that the nation's civil rights laws meet the highest hopes and aspirations of those
women and men who drafted them, who implement them and who preside at proceedings in which they
are invoked. But I cannot. Our civil rights laws are not "models of effectiveness" (whatever that may
mean). Much less, of course, do they approach the ideal. But neither are they "a design for failure" if by "failure" we mean that they have accomplished little or nothing and can accomplish little or nothing
more. By this standard, I submit, our civil rights laws are very far from failure.
In saying this, I certainly do not wish to underestimate the persistence of racism and other forms of
invidious discrimination that infect our national life.. I would agree with at least one conclusion of the
noted pessimist, Professor Derrick Bell, that "[racism] isn't far from dead in the United States," and that
"the goal of racial equality is comforting to many whites [but] more illusory than real' for blacks" and
other· minorities. The civil rights agenda for the coming decade - indeed, for the coming century and
millennium - will be full, and the work of civil rights organizations like those gathered here today will
not be completed in our lifetime.

It would be a mistake of tragic proportions, however, for us to conclude that, given this state of affairs,
our civil rights laws are "a design for failure" - thereby suggesting that we should tum our backs upon
civil rights law and the integrationist ideals that this term has come to represent and, instead, embrace
varieties of separatism.
It need hardly be said that much remains to be done to broaden and deepen the equality held out to all
of us by the ideal of our civil rights movement and our civil rights laws. Any conclusion that our civil
rights laws are "a design for failure, " however. ignores how far we have indeed come. The infrastructure
of discrimination and alienation that has been dismantled by the civil rights movement in the past four
decades is staggering.
A long line of court decisions. of which Brown v. Board of Education (1954) was only the most
famous. and a new generation of civil rights statutes destroyed the formal and legally-enforced system
of racial separatism. With Reed v. Reed (1971). after a century of delay, constitutional equal protection
This article is reprinted with permission of THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE.
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addressed itself to sex discrimination as well. Both a cause and effect of these emancipatory movements
was the slow - far too slow - raising of the country's consciousness regarding the manifold disabilities
Americans impose upon their fellow citizens. As Justice [Ruth Bader] Ginsburg has described it, legal
progress has come in large part through a sort of "positive feedback" between the courts and society, each
taking nourishment from the gradual enlightenment of the other and each spurring the other onward.
This revolution of consciousness has been so profound and significant that today, for example,
very few would fail to acknowledge the leaders of the civil rights movements as moral heroes or would
employ the overt language of racial or sexual bigotry in public discourse (that was common as recently
as the 19508 and 19608). I suggest to you that in the long reach of history, this deepening public
consensus in favor of the principle of equality is of critical significance. It is in fact a necessary
prerequisite to actual attainment of equality.

It is clear that the advances in the [civil rights) movement to secure equal rights for black citizens
stimulated similar claims by other groups - such as women and Hispanic Americans and other racial and
ethnic minorities. The public institutions that were initially created to protect and promote the interests
of black citizens were refashioned, and their charters broadened, to serve the interests of other defined
minorities and of women.
In addition, the private institutions of the civil rights movement of black citizens served as models for
women's groups and for other minority groups .. I can state from personal experience that those of us who
organized the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund in New York City more than two decades
ago explicitly modeled our organizations, our program and our strategy on those of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund - even as did the ACLU Women's Rights Project headed by Ruth Bader
Ginsburg.
Quite apart from their influence on new communities, new constituencies and new movements, civil
rights laws are today part of the grain and texture of American life and American law - and our courts
devote vast amounts of time and energy to the proper administration of these laws. Fully 15 percent of
all the civil cases filed in our state's federal district court today fall under the general heading of "civil
rights cases. " This figure does not even include so-called "prisoner cases," which are separately classified
but may contain significant civil rights questions. Such "prisoner cases" account for another 21 percent
of the federal civil cases nationwide, though somewhat less in Connecticut.
The importance of these numbers cannot be overestimated. Some on the far right and some on the
extreme left might argue that this extraordinary civil rights caseload in our federal courts is cause for
great concern either because it absorbs too much of our national judicial attention, or because if bespeaks
the failure of legal solutions to irremediable invidious discrimination. I reject both criticisms.

In fact, I take some comfort from these numbers. They suggest the vitality of the American
judicial system, and the vitality of our diverse people, who now take for granted the existence of
administrative and judicial processes for resolving complaints or grievances based on such things as
personal racial, ethnic, sexual, religious or political status.

Let me conclude by discussing our future civil rights agenda. This agenda, I submit, is not merely a
matter of implementation and enforcement of statutes and regulations now in place. We all know too well
that there are critical areas of civil rights in which advances are either threatened or remain yet to be
consolidated, most notably in matters involving privacy and sexual orientation. We also know that, for
women, victimization as a class by discriminatory laws and social practices, and a collective failure to
take sexual violence seriously, is a vivid and palpable reality. This reality is unacceptable, and we must
take direct and affirmative measures to change it. New legal protections are needed. . ..
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Beyond legal protections, we must confront problems and seek solutions to the cultural divisions which
plague our other social institutions - not least our schools and our places of employment.
In matters involving gender, race and ethnicity, we continue to be afflicted by varieties of tokenism
- what Justice Ginsburg has aptly called "the quota of one" - and by prescriptions for continued
marginalization and segregation. For example, recently a black member of the editorial board of The
New York Times observed that "without a visible black candidate [for president], [newspaper] editors
[in 1992 had] felt it less necessary to assign black reporters to the campaign." The implication, he wrote,
"is that black reporters aren't suitable for covering white candidates or white' stories" and that without
Jesse Jackson or some other African-American leader in the race, "editors have apparently slipped back
into a reflex of discrimination. "

This poignant observation is merely the journalistic version of a more widespread concept - the
ingrained and pernicious concept that women and racial and ethnic minorities should "stay in their place. "
The term "glass ceil!ng," popularized by the women's movement, has
illuminated another version of this phenomenon.
We applaud occasions when women,
African-Americans, Hispanics and other traditionally disadvantaged groups are afforded opportunities to
work on matters relating to their particular groups. But discrimination will remain with us until the
"glass ceilings" are shattered, and persons from historically excluded groups succeed in fields long
dominated by others - when they do what before only white males could do. As The New York Times
editor so aptly put it, "[it's] not racist to assign black reporters to stories about blacks. But editors need
to shed the reflexes that confine black reporters to newsroom ghettos."
And so also, across the breadth of our society, we have to insist that the place for our previously
excluded groups.is not at the margins, and not in pockets devised especially for them. Our place is not·
in the ghettos created by would-be friends and patrons who, encouraged by notions of our "authenticity"
. and "differentness," offer us "Puerto Rican jobs" or "black jobs" or "women's work." Our place is,
rather, in the mainstream and at the heart of this Nation's social and economic life.
Our civil rights laws guarantee rights - but they do not guarantee all the rights they should. They
establish standards of fairness - but not, in some cases, standards fair enough. Similarly, they provide .
processes for the vindication of those rights - but not, in some cases, processes effective enough. Our
civil rights laws are neither "models for effectiveness" nor "a design for failure." Now, and for the
foreseeable future, they are, I submit, a work in progress.
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So we stand here
On the edge of hell
In Harlem
And look out on the world
And wonder
What we're gonna do
. In the face of
What we remember.
-Langston Hughes
(p. 15)
History often holds the answers to many modern-day problems and concerns, either because
awareness of what has come before can help us to prevent repetition of past mistakes, or alternatively,
provide a path towards the future. Our ability to analyze the past realistically can also provide us with
the means to be more creative in approaches to present concerns and problems, and, perhaps, to consider
alternative scenarios that will effect desired results. But the misinterpretation of history can result in
flawed models of practice and analysis, thereby reducing the realistic possibility of achieving desired
results.
The way in which the analysis of history affects the African-American struggle for racial equality
is the subject of Derrick Bell's new book, Faces at the Bottom of the Well. In Faces, Bell searches for
new directions in the struggle for racial justice in America, where, he argues, racism is a permanent and
indestructible component of society. Bell contends that for too long, African-Americans have struggled
for racial equality believing that they could achieve this goal through perseverance and hard work. Bell
suggests that reliahce' on the history of the civil rights struggle in America as a model for future gains
may be shortsighted, not because the struggle itself was worthless, but because what we knew then is
quite different from what we should know now. In the 19508 and 19608, the notion that blacks Could
attain equality in education and employment was a radical and untested idea. Today, however,
advancemen~ ~te$ulting from the civil rights movement are constantly being eroded by the courts and the
political, soCihl cand" economic structure. These limits render actual equality and elimination of
discriminatiori'irtoredifficult than anyone expected. Faces At the Bottom of the Well presents the haunting
question of wliethei\the past notions of equality established realistic goals or only token symbols that
merely placatoo. blacks and helped white Americans alleviate the shame and guilt of a hateful, oppressive
past.
'
Bell argues that blacks must reassess their cause and their approach to it through "racial realism."
Bell urges African-Americans to make an honest assessment of American history and the white mentality
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that enslaved an estimated fifty million African youths and young adults, and attempted to annihilate an
entire race of Native-Americans in order to steal their land (p. 11). Racial realism is important not merely
as a tool for understanding what white America has done in the past, but as a critical reminder of what
white America might do in the future. The real possibility of history repeating itself merits the
consideration that time and sudden enlightenment will not necessarily eliminate racism or inequality in
America (p. 13). Bell suggests that it is only through this racial realism that new policies and new goals
can be devised in the pursuit of realistic and actual equality. Only then can blacks recognize the potential
for effecting reform in this country.
The Reality of Imagination
Bell presents a series of stories in which he combines experience and imagination to develop what'
he calls "racial themes. " He resurrects the character Geneva Crenshaw, the civil rights lawyer-protagonist
in his book And We Are Not Saved: The Elusive Quest for Racial Justice,l to illuminate the problems
of a society in which racism is permanent and whites can find justification for the subordination of and
discrimination against blacks. Throughout Faces, Crenshaw and Bell hold a series of discussions about
a variety of stories, some which appear outlandish and impossible, and others which contain unsettling
elements of truth.
In one story, "The Afrolantica Awakening" (p. 32), Bell sets up a scenario where all blacks living
in America have the opportunity to leave the country for a land of their own. This land is one in which
only African- Americans can survive; it presents the prospect of a future free of racism and subordination
by white America. Bell presents the possibility as' one which, while posing very attractive consequences
for black Americans, becomes increasingly threatening to whites, as they come to view the opportunity
as an entitlement from which they are excluded. Although whites treat blacks as inferiors, both socially
and economically, the very idea that all blacks should leave this country entirely to start one of their own
becomes disruptive and threatening to whites, who foresee the possibility of a black conspiratorial plot
to undermine American economic stability and security. In effect, tables are turned. Whites are the ones
who suffer from inequality of opportunity, and they do not like it. They come to see that they would lose
their scapegoats; no longer could they blame a worsening economy, crime and other social ills on black
Americans (p. 43).
In another story, "The Racial Preference Licensing Act" (p. 47), Bell sets up a scenario where
Congress drafts legislation that would allow whites to discriminate legally and openly against blacks. In
this scenario, white employers, owners and managers of hotels, restaurants and other facilities, could,
by obtaining a special license from the federal government, exclude blacks from their establishments and
pay a special tax. Proceeds from licensing fees and the tax would be redistributed to African-Americans
for a variety of purposes such as education, mortgage-loans and underwriting of black business~. In the'
story, the bill is eventually signed into law by the President, who heralds it as "a radical new approach
to the nation's continuing tensions over racial status" (p. 52).

Through stories like these, Bell prompts his readers to question the reality of racism. Belt n~y~r.
gives white Americans the benefit of the doubt. He emphasizes instead the notion that most White
Americans are predisposed to be racist towards blacks, with the exception of those liberals wllo,act' QOJy
to assuage their guilt for past injustices and their history of mistreating non- whites. But Bell's pUrp9~e.
is not to make white readers feel better, or to give credit to those whites who have Join~i.
African-Americans in the struggle for racial justice. His intent is to point out that black Americans have
problems which must be re-evaluated in a new light.

1
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Beyond legal protections, we must confront problems and seek solutions to the cultural divisions which
plague our other social institutions - not least our schools and our places of employment.
In matters involving gender, race and ethnicity, we continue to be afflicted by varieties of tokenism
- what Justice Ginsburg has aptly called "the quota of one" - and by prescriptions for continued
marginalization and segregation. For example, recently a black member of the editorial board of The
New York Times observed that "without a visible black candidate [for president], [newspaper] editors
[in 1992 had] felt it less necessary to assign black reporters to the campaign." The implication, he wrote,
"is that black reporters aren't suitable for covering white candidates or white' stories" and that without
Jesse Jackson or some other African-American leader in the race, "editors have apparently slipped back
into a reflex of discrimination. "

This poignant observation is merely the journalistic version of a more widespread concept - the
ingrained and pernicious concept that women and racial and ethnic minorities should "stay in their place. "
The term "glass ceil!ng," popularized by the women's movement, has
We applaud occasions when women,
illuminated another version of this phenomenon.
African-Americans, Hispanics and other traditionally disadvantaged groups are afforded opportunities to
work on matters relating to their particular groups. But discrimination will remain with us until the
"glass ceilings" are shattered, and persons from historically excluded groups succeed in fields long
dominated by others - when they do what before only white males could do. As The New York Times
editor so aptly put it, "[it's] not racist to assign black reporters to stories about blacks. But editors need
to shed the reflexes that confine black reporters to newsroom ghettos. "
And so also, across the breadth of our society, we have to insist that the place for our previously
excluded groups is not at the margins, and not in pockets devised especially for them. Our place is not·
in the ghettos created by would-be friends and patrons who, encouraged by notions of our "authenticity"
. and "differentness," offer us "Puerto Rican jobs" or "black jobs" or "women's work." Our place is,
rather, in the mainstream and at the heart of this Nation's social and economic life.
Our civil rights laws guarantee rights - but they do not guarantee all the rights they should. They
establish standards of fairness - but not, in some cases, standards fair enough. Similarly, they provide .
processes for the vindication of those rights - but not, in some cases, processes effective enough. Our
civil rights laws are neither "models for effectiveness" nor "a design for failure." Now, and for the
foreseeable future, they are, I submit, a work in progress.
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So we stand here
On the edge of hell
In Harlem
And look out on the world
And wonder
What we're gonna do
. In the face of
What we remember.
-Langston Hughes
(p. 15)
History often holds the answers to many modern-day problems and concerns, either because
awareness of what has come before can help us' to prevent repetition of past mistakes, or alternatively,
provide a path towards the future. Our ability to analyze the past realistically can also provide us with
the means to be more creative in approaches to present concerns and problems, and, perhaps, to consider
alternative scenarios that will effect desired results. But the misinterpretation of history can result in
flawed models of practice and analysis, thereby reducing the realistic possibility of achieving desired
results.
The way in which the analysis of history affects the African-American struggle for racial equality
is the subject of Derrick Bell's new book, Faces at the Bottom of the Well. In Faces, Bell searches for
new directions in the struggle for racial justice in America, where, he argues, racism is a permanent and
indestructible component of society. Bell contends that for too long, African-Americans have struggled .
for racial equality believing that they could achieve this goal through perseverance and hard work. Bell
suggests that reliance on the history of the civil rights struggle in America as a model for future gains
may be shortsighted, not because the struggle itself was worthless, but because what we knew then is
quite different from what we should know now. In the 1950s and 19608, the notion that blacks Could
attain equality in education and employment was a radical and untested idea. Today, however,
advancements, reSulting from the civil rights movement are constantly being eroded by the courts and the
political, soCiW"and" economic structure. These limits render actual equality and elimination of
discrimination 'ilioretlifficult than anyone expected. Faces At the Bottom of the Well presents the haunting
question of wliethei;the past notions of equality established realistic goals or only token symbols that
merely placated blacks and helped white Americans alleviate the shame and guilt of a hateful, oppressive
":
past.
Bell argues that blacks must reassess their cause and their approach to it through "racial realism."
Bell urges African-Americans to make an honest assessment of American history and the white mentality
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that enslaved an estimated fifty million African youths and young adults, and attempted to annihilate an
entire race of Native-Americans in order to steal their land (p. 11). Racial realism is important not merely
as a tool for understanding what white America has done in the past, but as a critical reminder of what
white America might do in the future. The real possibility of history repeating itself merits the
consideration that time and sudden enlightenment will not necessarily eliminate racism or inequality in
America (p. 13). Bell suggests that it is only through this racial realism that new policies and new goals
can be devised in the pursuit of realistic and actual eqUality. Only then can blacks recognize the potential
for effecting reform in this country.
The Reality of Imagination
Bell presents a series of stories in which he combines experience and imagination to develop what'
he calls "racial themes." He resurrects the character Geneva Crenshaw, the civil rights lawyer-protagonist
in his book And We Are Not Saved: The Elusive Quest for Racial Justice, l to illuminate the problems
of a society in which racism is permanent and whites can find justification for the subordination of and
discrimination against blacks. Throughout Faces, Crenshaw and Bell hold a series of discussions about
a variety of stories, some which appear outlandish and impossible, and others which rontain unsettling
elements of'truth.
In one story, "The Afrolantica Awakening" (p. 32), Bell sets up a scenario where all blacks living
in America have the opportunitY to leave the country for a land of their own. This land is one in which
only African- Americans can survive; it presents the prospect of a future free of racism and subordination
by white America. Bell presents the possibility as' one which, while posing very attractive consequences
for black Americans, becomes increasingly threatening to whites, as they come to view the opportunity
as an entitlement from which they are excluded. Although whites treat blacks as inferiors, both socially
and economically, the very idea that all blacks should leave this country entirely to start one of their own
becomes disruptive and threatening to whites, who foresee the possibility of a black conspiratorial plot
to undermine American economic stability and security. In effect, tables are turned. Whites are the ones
who suffer from inequality of opportunity, and they do not like it. They come to see that they would lose
their scapegoats; no longer could they blame a worsening economy, crime and other social ills on black
Americans (p. 43).
In another story, "The Racial Preference Licensing Act" (p. 47), Bell sets up a scenario where
Congress drafts legislation that would allow whites to discriminate legally and openly against blacks. In
this scenario, white employers, owners and managers of hotels, restaurants and other facilities, could,
by obtaining a special license from the federal government, exclude blacks from their establishments and
pay a special tax. Proceeds from licensing fees and the tax would be redistributed to African-Americans
for a variety of purposes such as education, mortgage-loans and Underwriting of black business~. In the'
story, the bill is eventually signed into law by the President, who heralds it as "a radical new approach
to the nation's continuing tensions over racial status" (p. 52).

Through stories like these, Bell prompts his readers to question the reality of racism. Belt I\~y~r
gives white Americans the benefit of the doubt. He emphasizes .instead the notion that most ~hite
Americans are predisposed to be racist towards blacks, with the exception of those liberals who,acfp~y
to assuage their guilt for past injustices and their history of mistreating non- whites. But Bell'si)1jrp9~~
is not to make white readers feel better, or to give credit to those whites who have Joine4
African-Americans in the struggle for racial justice. His intent is to point out that black Americans have
problems which must be re-evaluated in a new light.
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,By s~i,"gqp,sy~h,upsetping scenarios, Bell calls into question the ideology of equality as it has
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dev~8~e(l:~q'~QP~th~~to~.B~(Mrges a1ternativ~.strategies which may better achieve advancements for

blac~~' 'F~~ e~~ple, ,in "The Racial License Preference Act," he presents the question of whether the
go~of~t¢~atio~:,p~,provided, or ever wil! provide blacks with real opportunities for advancement and
equ8lity':Bell doeS notexI?IJ9,iU.~:,caI1 fQr the elimination of integration goals in American society. By
posing the possibility of its elimination, however, he manages to illuminate the gains that could result
fromPj (r',
redirecting
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from
"ethereal.,~ntegration"
to self-sustaining development
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BplBell ~tops sho~,9f,providing concrete, usefuL&Qlutlons.Hedoes not address the question of
whl~ .~lg~pfis. m~ght ~oJ:'k\'best!OJoster:~I~ck achi:ve~ent and increas~ parti~ipatio~ in .the social and
ecQl!onu~f 1?r~,er.,ijr does no,q~pJ~l~DQugh m questlonmg the value :of mtegratlon, or Its Importance or
significance in the face of other, perhaps more important,' ,goals(such as better education, more
black-owned businesses and better health care and employment opportunities. He offers only a few
poss,ible ~dvantages to a racial preference licensing mechanism. Geneva asserts, for example, that such
a mechanism would remove the concern that civil rights laws deny anyone the right of non-association;
that the law may dilute both the financial and psychological benefits of racism (assuming that most
pleasure derived from racism comes from the covertness of it); and that blacks would no longer have to
divine whether a white employer or proprietor wants to exclude them (or whether they are included
because they are qualified and really wanted or only because they fit the quota requirement) (pp. 61-62).
There is more to be learned from a critical analysis of integration and the approaches to it within the past·
thirty years. Likewise, there is much about life in the United States that African-Americans find
rewarding and valuable enough to warrant rejecting the opportunity to leave and establish an Afrolantica
where only blacks, and no one else, are able to survive. Bell could strengthen his analysis by suggesting
ways to encourage new attitudes among all Americans, rather than merely raising questions of what would
happen if blacks left the· country or were stripped of their rights and their freedom of participation in
American society.

In Search 'Jof
Solutions
1_'
~f '1.

.~"

, Bel[urges blacks to move beyond abstract condemnation of racism and socioeconomic inequality,
and to place the blame for racism where it belongs- with those who discriminate and engage in racist
practices. Throughout his book, Bell suggests that the enemy is white America, which, due to the
advantages of using blacks as scapegoats, persists in its racism and subordinates blacks to inferior social
and ecoJlomic status. However:Beli neglects to address the responsibility that blacks themselves have in
the stru,ggle.for equality in American society. He dismisses the extent to which blacks contribute to his
perceiyed: inlpOssibility of eliminating racism. He fails to address the fact that even within the black
conuPimity, blacks discritninate among themselves on the basis of skin tone as well as socioeconomic
status and levels of education. And while he hints at the fact that many affluent blacks seem to be out of
touch with the reality that the majority of their brothers and sisters face every day, he does not adequately
confront the extent to which this attitude is pervasive in the black community, nor the extent to which
this internal racism breaks down and prevents upward mobility of the race as a whole. In sum, he
negl~, to ~,nsider a very critical point-that blacks do have the power to affect their status in this
countfY~ .~(f:~at whites are no longer the sole source of problems in the black community.
It is' shortsighted to argue that ~Iacks are completely and solely responsible for attaining equality
in America. TO"deny that there are many ways in which blacks can contribute to their own communities,
both iiI economic and social terms, in order to increase their power as active participants in this country
is equally shortsighted. It is not enough that black Americans wake up, as Bell rightfully insists. Black
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Amer~cans mu~t also ~alyze the extent to wh~ch they are their own enemr.cr~:~~~§~~~~C~~~\1
to white AmerIcans without adequately assessmg the resources of the blac;k' cokilinurutY''f;I,~g~qpjW~ ijt~
ability of black Americans! to pecome their own masters and to seize power aw~}' from AW,~d~i,~'
majority. Bell's neglect of blacks' attitudinal and racist flaws md the effect they hay~dBth~po(eh~ial of
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Bell suggests that blacks canino longer afford to develop strategies for equality ti~~f up'6n tCe
false assumption that white Americans!wiU~velltually wakeJup and. realize that biac~ ~~ eqtJ:~~~ ~~4m~f
racism and discrimination are wrong. H.e~ that white AmericaHS alte3dyknowi.lils"bdt matfitamihe'
discriminatory and racist mechanism because it benefits them in a Variety o( w~ys ,W•.71. ~ell ~,9~ not,
unf~rtu~at~ly, disc~ss how whitetcould;evel! teach the point ~hf~e ~t'is nolo~ger~rl~~ically.:r~iR!~
to discrImInate agaInSt blacks. Notido'e8'he-iever pose the possdjllll9<that?n~ the ,econd~l~ q~~W Q,~
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Bell says that the law regularizes racism because, while it protects blacks from blatant raci~t
practices and policies, it fails to eliminate practices and policies that sustain blacks' subordinate status.
Judges, lawyers and scholars rationalize laws through formal doctrine, though they fail to remedy the
reality of discrimination below the surface. Their laws and decisions only facially remove the harms,
while neglecting to eliminate racism adequately at its source. Bell calls for a realistic assessment of what
equality actually entails and how it can best be achieved. It is necessary to abandon the rhetoric of
, equality, Bell suggests, b~use its goal is not to establish equality for all Americans, but rather, to
establish a certain amount of inequality in which blacks are brought up to the level of participation in the
privileges, rights and practices which whites currently enjoy.
It is easy to attack Bell's positioning of this argument as one that neglects the common struggle
for human rights and equality for all. Bell's approach places the struggle of African-Americans over the
struggle of others. It also suggests that racism against other minority groups is somehow less heinous than
racism and discrimination against blacks. Moreover, despite his emphasis on the economic necessity of
racism, Bell fails to address the universality of the experience of economic oppression among individuals"
of all races. It is this universality which may hold the key to more effective solutions to the problems
which blacks themselves face. In calling for a new approach to racism, Bell neglects to recognize th~t
for many blacks, racism is but one of many pressing problems in the quest for everyday survival. '"
Bell's repeated failure to acknowledge the potential for black power and his insistence on the
permanence of racism begs the questions of what to do in the existing social structure and what to make
of the successes that some blacks currently enjoy. His thesis that there has been no linear progress, toward
equality ignores the changes that have occurred even over the past few generations of blacb;i~thiL
country due to the struggles of those who have come before. Progress may be slow, but it is th~re; ana'.
it is difficult to accept Bell's position that it is not linear.
Conclusion
In Bell's last story, "The Space Traders" (p. 158), aliens come to America and offer to tr~~e gOI~
for the national debt, chemicals to unpollute the environment, and a safe nuclear engine and'Pfuel to
restore the nation's fossil fuel supply, all in return for permission to take back to their planet all
African-Americans living in the United States. The Space Traders do not disclose th.eir motivation fOJ.:
the trade, nor what they intend to do with the African-Americans if the trade is accepted. After much
debate and intense discussion, the American citizens vote to accept the trade offer. They round up and
transport blacks to the East Coast for delivery to the aliens. Bell closes the story on Martin Luther King!;
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Jt;'sbkthtfay.. witli201mllionAfrican- AmeriCans crowded on the beaehesin chains, stripped of all their"
cioilimg; atidfdieed to file into the'holds of the ttaderir ships .
. There waS·!m:rescape,noalte1'b.ativ~;ltbads b(jwed;~j~ilOw Hnked by slender chains, black
pedpleleft'the New World u:theit'foreoears'had arrIved <p. 194);"

... , De$pitei:his failure to PQS~':ci)n~;solutions to a coilctete::problem which has b~n hidden by
id~tic";nbtio~ofeqUaiity, .Belrs'message is clear and~well-t~at'He looks at the rhetoric of

e4Ua1~:o{rightS'mt.bis'counU:YlOfWhat it is~thetoric. HeiS:n()tblifitf&lby the false-positive notion
thafequaniYUufjUStlcefOr all WUlbrmgAfric3n'-AiriericaIiS't(ranequaIlevb1iof~icipation in a society
WI1er~i;)Vh~control power: and' eCOllOUUC; status. Bell wan'tS::blacks to' 'wake Up and realize that they
sh()uldMtbave t6 work harder thail~jUst to achievethe~'Same riglitS'andprivileges. Equality means
st:arimiaf1lie~safu'eplace;and:\4ithti1e'same res()UtCes. The reality"is,tIlM'a harsher standard exists for
mostbla~b'~ Aiid)it"is time,,'Bel~ akserts. for blacks to reassess theit past :80 they can realistically plan
tmit'fitlttte~In this sense, Bell'munfailingly correct.
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